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C. Brown (Dark brown & Benchmark). Color illustrations in a number of formats. Prior edition: c1995.
University of Texas, Dallas. 6th edition of a textbook for nursing students on physical, psychological,
and social advancement from birth to old age.
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Book was not worth the price paid/poor delivery(Amazon Prime) The delivery was later and there
have been no issues with the weather. I will an online college and ordered this book from another
company.) Same content as All of us edition- good value Got it on Amazon through textbookrush-
free shipping is an advantage, but they place an obnoxious amount of stickers all around the book
(brand-new or used)...corrections! The looks of the book, Amazon Primary delivery and UPS
involvement with the delivery can be 1 star in secrecy! Aside from, these late deliveries are going to
trigger me my quality in GRAD SCHOOL! As for the reserve, the publisher McGraw/Hill could
possess made this book a straightforward paperback or hard cover book. Students are going to
suffer in their pocket books buying or renting these overvalued text books. Later on, I will just order
other types of merchandise that will not relate to college through Amazon. I understand for a fact
that I will NEVER use Amazon Prime again because I don't have the time and day time to flag down
an overworked, disrespectful delivery person. Shame on you McGraw/Hill!. Within 3 hours of it being
still left on my front porch, the package had been torn open. UPS, that's another review which will
take all day and night to total. The reserve arrived four days before my class started and it had
been the wrong book. Note: three superstars were given because of the nice packaging. ) I
received a damaged duplicate of the same book from an authorized seller where I never work with
again in fact it is acquiring this person a long time to refund my money through Amazon. eBook
problems The content of this book is fine, if you can notice. Thankfully, they refunded my money,
but I right now I have to rent the somewhat more expensive, paperback edition of the book. Content
may be the same in the worldwide edition, however your college bookstore most likely won’t buy it
back. I spent a on the telephone with Amazon, and all the options we tried did not fix the problem. If
you want to see it electronically, you need to know that the eBook can't be continue reading Kindle
for Windows 8, and that means you will have to view it on another Kindle application.It is unclear if
the issues I had with the Home windows for Computer app were unique to my scenario, or if they
would apply to anybody else in those situations. I do think they are noteworthy, especially since
there wasn't a real solution to my issue. (And really, how do any eBook not work for Windows 8 by
now? It is a very poor shipping method in the event that you work in a busy profession(police,
medical/doctor/nurse, my profession. At first, I was able to view it just good on Kindle for PC, but I
was struggling to re-download it after I reformatted my computer. If you plan on using this textbook
to discover answers without reading, you then should make sure you have plenty of time to locate
the info. Thankfully the publication wasn't what they were looking for. Renting textbooks is great!
Sorry, this one is definitely a big ol' FAIL. Good college book This book is easy to read and
understand. When you're ready to send back again by the allotted period of usage, its easy to get
a come back shipment label on the Amazon website. I had no idea that I could possess Kindle on
my Computer. Other than that, the information was fairly interesting. Amazon to the rescue!!
Amazon should allow people know that the shipping method was going to be with UPS when
people use Amazon Primary. This review may long, but every hardworking consumer needs to
know about this matter. I really do not really understand why they might send a different publication
rather than refund my money however they did. I visited the company that sent the publication and
was informed "sorry but we no longer carry the book". Five Stars Great Used textbook In great
shape Five Stars Interesting class I went to Amazon and true to create Amazon found the rescue.
The book I received was in very good condition. From now on most of my text books are coming
from Amazon. Needless to say I downloaded the book at a lesser price than I paid for the incorrect
book. Rented a book - Sent me one that should have been thrown away I've rented texts from
Amazon before with wonderful results, nice books, top quality. THIS book is trash, or should be. I've
included a picture of simply the binding since it arrived of the container. The tape that kept it



together had been coming apart. It's marked up inside, torn through to the outside, and if it had
been on the "used" shelf at the college bookstore, it would be left for last and knocked onto the
ground. I only recently learned that textbooks could be rented. Overemphasizes psychoanalytic
theory, and the chapters are disorganized in how they present details. Cheap and nice Use but
nonetheless was great reserve! It's a little confusing the way the subsections are create in each
chapter, at least provided the fast-paced character of my summer course. I also had to jot down
some page quantities. I could use the publication and my notes for the quizzes, so I really had to
read the chapters fully beforehand if I had any hope of immediately locating the answers. You still
save a lot of money with this edition though. I also liked reading it aswell! It just gets previous to
continually read about psychoanalytic theory. The sociable and biological details was a lot more
interesting to understand about, in my personal opinion. What a big savings that is, especially if you
do not plan use a reserve after a purchase. It offers psychological experiments to describe theories.
Although the writer can go into more comprehensive of certain topics, he does a good work at
explaining most, if not absolutely all, of the contents. Package opened on entrance porch before I
possibly could retrieve it I did not seem to receive a delivered notice and this time of year theives are
out. Amazon, you guys have to have better delivery choices for busy customers particularly if you
are unable to promise prompt deliveries. I’d end up being happier if my reserve wasn’t a sticker
billboard for textbookrush. Still upsetting. For selling a ridiculously designed loose leaf book.. Great
book. We rented this textbook for my Health and Human Lifespan Development online course come
early july at Georgia Condition. I went to the original company that recommended owner and was
told errors happen and there was nothing they could do.
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